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Sydney Davis is the Founder of NixCode, an
Artificial Intelligent (AI) no-code app
development software company that's
removing barriers for non-technical
founders. She is dedicated to supporting
non-technical entrepreneurs, helping them
launch their first successful mobile app &
software companies. Since launching in
April 2020, her platform NixCode supports
over 56,000 users and received a $12.5M
valuation while owning 99% equity in her
company.
Like many entrepreneurs, she has bootstrapped her entrepreneurship from the beginning including
winning numerous equity-free pitch competitions totaling over $250,000. To date, Sydney has been
recognized as one of 30 Influential Women Advancing AI, a Forbes Next 1000 Entrepreneur Honoree,
and a recipient of the Google Black Founders Fund.
With over a decade of entrepreneurship and tech experience, Sydney encourages diversity of thought
among community leaders and equity among underrepresented founders. Achieving profitable business
success without the financial burden, debt or hardship is her personal mission to grow more long-term
minority tech companies by sharing her personal journey.

EXPERTISE
Building Tech with No Code
As an expert in the no-code space, beyond teaching founders with fresh ideas on
how to use her platform NixCode, Sydney teaches product development using a
suite of no-code tools. This helps founders determine the best approach and best
practices for building their idea using the best development approach.

Pitching For Funding
There is an art to pitching, whether it's for funding or investment, Sydney has
mastered getting to unicorn status through sharing her company's story. Sydney
prepares founders with the resources and tools required to be prepared to WIN
opportunities at any stage of business from her experience of raising $250,000
equity free.

Being a Tech Founder
Being a solo founder is hard, Sydney has been an entrepreneur for 10 years with
other successful ventures and a failure or two. The tenacity and discipline
required to keep going and learn from pitfalls are what have led to her
breakthrough with NixCode. Sydney's story is an inspiring one to uplift and
motivate the inner hustler we all have.
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